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BREAKFAST CLUB
AND PLAYCARE

EXCITING ALERT!
Over the next few weeks your children will
be given the opportunity to complete The
Big Ask questionnaire. This is a national
survey for young people that has been
created by The Children’s Commissioner
for England, Dame Rachel de Souza.
This is the largest ever survey held with
children! The survey asks children what
they think is important for their future and
what is holding young people back. The
Children’s Commissioner will use what
children tell her to show the Government
what they think and what they need to live
happier lives. Read more
It’s an exciting opportunity to help us think
big and a chance for every child in
England to have their voice heard.
Click here to watch video about The Big
Ask

If you require a place please book
via
https://forms.gle/dK4ybuw4oxDQ6W
18A
We are asking parents to book a
term in advance for both Breakfast
Club and Playcare and not just turn
up on the day. If last minute care is
needed please call us and we will
support you as best we can.
These measures are now in place in
order to keep Covid 19 secure and
keep all pupils, families and staff
safe in our Breakfast and Afterschool
care.
If you have any questions or queries
about fees or having difficulty in
making payments, please make an
appointment to see Mrs Campbell
(School Business Manager).
Full terms and conditions can be
found in the form.

TEACHER TRAINING DAY
FRIDAY 28 MAY
SCHOOL CLOSED TO
CHILDREN
RETURN TO SCHOOL AFTER
HALF TERM MONDAY 7 JUNE

REMINDER
Any children not collected by
3.30pm will be taken to After
School Club. You will be charged
£4 for child care.
Thank you.

Can you please make sure
school has up to date
addresses, phone numbers and
contact details for your child. If
you are unsure please check
with the Reception Office where
we will be happy to check for
you. It is essential the school
has up to date information.
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STAR OF THE WEEK
Class

Name

Reason

RF

Rajveer K

Rajveer has been trying really hard in all taught sessions this week, especially Literacy lessons. She has been using adjectives to
describe a cat to stimulate her writing and she is also able to use the 5 important features of a sentence in her writing. Keep up the
good work, Rajveer.

RL

Aamina S

Aamina has been working extremely hard in her lessons this week. She has blown her teachers away with her amazing sentence
writing in Literacy and was also confident to solve subtraction number problems independently in Maths. She is a kind and thoughtful
peer and is always willing to support her peers during independent learning opportunities. Aamina you are a star, keep up the good
work!

RM

Ayzah M

Ayzah, you're so wonderful. Thank you for always making everyone in RM smile and laugh. You're such a kind and thoughtful friend
and a true Billesley star. We're so lucky to have you in our class!

1J

Lucas P

Lucas has made amazing progress in phonics recently. He is now recognising most of his phase 2 and phase 3 sounds and is
beginning to blend words with digraphs in. Keep it up Lucas!

1M

Rosie-May B

Rosie has shown an extremely hard-working attitude this week. Whenever we have been choosing independently, Rosie has been
determined to complete every activity in the classroom to the best of her ability. You are a superstar Rosie, well done!

1P

Scarlett M

Scarlett has impressed us all this week! She has improved her focus and as a result is completing some amazing work. Scarlett is
working so hard to use her phonics in her writing and wowed Mrs Griffin with her work on grouping in tens. Keep up this amazing
improvement in your learning Scarlett - we are very proud of you!

2T

Ezekiel W

Ezekiel has shown incredible enthusiasm and hard work in maths this week as we have been practicing telling the time. He has tried
so hard to concentrate on the task at hand, and when writing the time he has used neat cursive handwriting. I am so proud of your
effort and the care you have taken when writing this week Ezekiel. Well done!

2H

Toby P

2C

Juwairiyah A

3C

Evelyn Y

Evelyn has had an outstanding week. I am so proud of Evelyn's focus and concentration during lessons and her love for reading is
inspiring. Her writing ideas are very interesting and make me laugh out loud. I think Evelyn would make a fantastic writer one day.
Keep working hard, Evelyn. We are so proud of you!

3O

Ashnib W

Ashnib has been working really hard in all areas of her learning. I am particularly impressed with her handwriting improvement. Keep
it up, Ashnib!

3M

Elisa Ni B

Elisa is an absolute pleasure to have in 3M. She is friendly and polite and puts in a huge amount of effort to every lesson. Thank you
for helping to make 3M a lovely place to be!

Toby has really amazed me this week. He comes into school with a positive attitude everyday and tries extremely hard in all his
lessons. Toby impressed us in guided reading this week. Toby read fluently with expression and showed a great understanding of
what he had read. Well done Toby! Keep it up, we are so proud of you!
Juwairiyah is a kind, polite and hardworking member of our class who is a real role model for the rest of 2C. She always listens
carefully during lessons and puts 100% into all of the work that she produces. You are a superstar Juwairiyah!
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STAR OF THE WEEK
Class

Name

Reason
We love having Yusuf in 4J! His excellent attitude to learning, kindness to his peers, the respect and manners he shows to his
teachers and his brilliant class contributions make him a model student. Well done Yusuf, we are so proud of you!

4J

Yusuf M

4B

Summer E

4L

Habib A

5C

Isla S

5S

Areesha K

Areesha loves joining in with class discussions. She has been really trying her best in reading, writing and maths; making some
fantastic and insightful comments in all three subjects. I have been particularly impressed with the improvement Areesha has made
with her manners. Keep this up.

5M

Rafael F B

Rafael is a super star! He works so hard and applies 100% effort into all of his learning. He is growing in confidence and is now willing
to answer questions in class. Well done Rafael - keep it up.

6HB

Willow C

Willow is a mature and reliable member of 6H. She is extremely trustworthy and is always on hand if you need somebody to help you.
She has particularly impressed me this week with her perseverance in maths as she has found this challenging but has tried
extremely hard! Keep it up Willow as I am sure you will have so many more successes to come!

6B

Dominic F

Dominic makes me laugh every single day in 6B. He is always involved in the lessons and loves to ask questions and put forward his
ideas. Since September, I have really enjoyed watching him become more aware of how to be successful in his learning and he is
making progress and taking feedback on how to improve in a much more mature way now. This will really help him next year at
secondary school when I know he will go on to do amazing things. Well done Dom!

6S

Yusuf H

Yusuf is a star every day! He works so incredibly hard and is a super engaged learner; this really shows in all areas of work. Not only
does he ask thoughtful questions but he also supports other learners offering support and advice. Well done, Yusuf!

RB

Haris M B

Summer has a great attitude towards her learning and always tries her best. She is a great friend and always offers to help around
the classroom. Summer is a pleasure to teach. Keep up the hard work!
Habib is growing up so fast and is now far more confident than he used to be. He constantly has his hand up and enjoys sharing his
ideas with the other children in the class. It really is a pleasure to have Habib as part of 4L.
Isla has really impressed me in maths this week. Not only is she the decimal queen, she's also amazing at explaining her thinking
with her partner. Well done Isla!

Haris is our star for demonstrating 5 Star Learning Skills in RB2. He has demonstrated great listening skills with no distractions and
has improved following instructions immensely. Keep up the great work Haris!

Well done to all our stars!
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READER OF THE WEEK
Class

Name

Class

Name

RF

Poppy S

3M

Awaid A

RL

Jacob B

4J

Evie-May A

RM

Iqra M N

4B

Simran Kaur S

1J

Emmanuel W

4L

Muhammed I U-H

1M

Marlon H

5C

Leya A

1P

Anaya M

5S

Sarah N

2T

Issa S K H I S

5M

Ayra H

2H

Jenson L

6HB

Ibraheem Y

2C

Patricia B

6B

Nusrat F

3C

Mohammed S N

6S

Lily C

3O

Zamanur R

RB

Xavier F L

Well done to all our readers!
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YEAR 3 NEWS
Year 3 have been writing adventure stories based on 'The
Tunnel', and this week they were able to get fully immersed
into the theme by crawling through tunnels in the classroom
and outside! While they were doing this, they were collecting
vocabulary to help enhance their story writing!
Year 3 have also been enjoying their dance topic in PE this
half term, where they have followed, and created, dance
routines in small groups. Here are some of 3O bopping away!

NEXT

PHILOSOPHY
FOR CHILDREN
It is clear to see, all across the school from early years
through to Year 6, the many benefits of participating in P4C
enquiries in all areas of the curriculum. By both allowing,
and encouraging, the children to think and challenge ideas it
is proven to be both stimulating and helps to develop a
wide range of skills for each child. Skills which will be used
in a wide range of areas both inside and outside of school.
Your children are actively encouraged to ask why and what
if and no longer simply accept an answer they are given.
Within each classroom, Philosophy for Children promotes a
comfortable environment where children hold open
conversations in which everybody who participates is happy
to exchange simple ideas and opinions as if they were just
bits of information. Instead they ask challenging questions,
sift arguments and explore all of the alternatives. They
enjoy challenging and questioning each other and diving
deeper into the mindsets of the other children from within
their class. Above all, they try to understand each other by
asking relevant and thoughtful questions.

NEXT

READING WEBINAR
Just before the Easter holiday break, we hosted two
parent reading webinars. We would like to say a huge
thank you to everyone who attended. During the sessions,
we discussed exciting and proven strategies to bring
reading to life in your homes... whilst also unpicking top
tips to ensure pupils become lifelong readers! If you were
unable to attend the sessions, feel free to speak to us
about some of the ideas explored in the webinars. We
love to talk reading!
Mr Tyler, Miss Triance and Miss Lippett
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Years 1 - 6

Scroll through to see
what your child is
learning this week
Click the blue links for helpful pages to
discuss with your child at home

NEXT

Next week we are learning about...

Year 1

Writing

Character Description Seven Dwarfs

Watch snow white and
describe the dwarves.

Maths

Doubling

Doubling game

Topic

Tudor Toys - Comparing old
and new

https://www.dkﬁndout.com
/uk/history/tudors/tudor-t
oys-and-games/

Science

Parts of a plant

Plants

Other lessons

PSHE - Being kind to others

Kindness

Homework:
Mathletics:
Doubles and halves

Spelling shed:
Phase 5 ou

Bug club:
Read a book on book club
NEXT

Year 2

Next week we are learning about...
Writing

Character Description: Can you explore some mythical
creatures. Mythical Creatures

Maths

Telling the time: (Quarter past and quarter to) Teaching
Clock Play Game

Topic

Transport Through Time: Travel and transport- Boats

Science

Plant germination Germination

Other lessons

Computing: Debugging programmes
D&T: Exploring parts of moving vehicles

Homework:
Mathletics:
Tell the time to half an hour

Spelling shed:
List 31- Homophones

Bug club:
Read a book on book club
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Next week we are learning about...

Year 3

Writing

Adventure story inspired by The Tunnel - Writing to
create suspense and mystery - using exciting
adjectives and language

Maths

Equivalent fractions

Topic

Bronze Age

Science
Other lessons

3M: column
subtraction

Experimenting to ﬁnd out how permeable soils are
Computing: programming
using Scratch

PHSE: Positive
friendships

Homework:
Mathletics:
Equivalent fractions

Spelling shed:

Bug club:
Read a book on book club
NEXT

Year 4

Next week we are learning about...
Writing

Toy story! We are telling our own versions of the story.

Maths

Time - telling time to quarter hour.

Topic

Understanding rivers.

Science

We will be looking at how our teeth play a part in the
digestive system and comparing to animals.
We will be starting our SRE

Other lessons

unit looking at puberty.
PE- children will be sequencing
movements they have learnt
into a routine.

Homework:
Mathletics:
Complete some activities
linked to time.

Spelling shed:
Red group - 'ph' as an 'f' sound
Blue group - 'sc' as a s sound.

Our PSHE this week is looking
at healthy relationships, even
with pets!

Bug club:
Read a book on book club
NEXT

Year 5

Next week we are learning about...
Writing

Research facts about an animal
ready for our letter to inform

Maths

Measures

Metric units

Topic

Longitude and latitude

An introduction

What is friction?

Friction

Science

National
Geographic

Other lessons

Homework:
Mathletics:
Modelling percentages, decimals to
percentages

Spelling shed:
Complete this week’s
assignment

Bug club:
Read a book on Bug club
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Next week we are learning about...
Reading

Nonﬁction text features

Maths

Statistics

Topic

Fingerprints

Science

Year 6

Our body and drugs

Homework:
Mathletics:

Spelling shed:

Bug club:
Read a book on book club
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